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Abstract - Road accidents unit of measurement is one of the most important factors that have a bearing on the overtime among users 

and economic break of both private and public things. Safety of roads may be associated with design, implementing sure situation to 

beat the accidents happen in the roads. Data of road accident determination may be an important that to analysis and varied the 

factors which is associated with the road accidents it will facilitates by decreasing the rate of accident. A no uniformity data of road 

accident may be colossal pressure in analysis of road safety. Throughout these test cases, we've got an inclination to unit of measure to 

make use of latent class bunch (LCC) and k-modes bunch technique on a renewal road accident data. The most target to utilize every 

the procedure is to determine that technique performs higher. Whereas, it is sure for every procedure unit of measurement similar 

temperament to urge obviate inconsistency of road accident data. we've got an inclination to obtained LCC and Association rule k-

means bunch technique applied on data of road accident to devise the utterly totally different clusters. More clearly, growth of 

Apriori technique which is applied by the clusters, full set of data (EDS). The foundations cause for every cluster and EDS which 

proves that no uniformity that exists inside, the whole set of data and bunch before predictions undoubtedly decreases the 

inconsistency from the set of data and allows higher solutions. 
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   I. INTRODUCTION 

The difficult issue was the increasing range of road accidents affects the transportation systems. It not 

solely focuses on health problems and conjointly became economic burden to the society. Therefore, it 

became a crucial challenge to associate analyses the security and what area unit all the factors that 

cause an accident, preventive actions may be taken so as to beat the sorts of accidents and 

consequences. the key downside in analyzing road accidents is heterogeneous nature; it's extremely 

undesirable and inevitable. this might result in less correct in road accident analysis. 
II DATA MINING 

1. This data could ends up in power and success, and conjointly we want to because of refined 

technologies like computers, satellites, etc., vast quantity data conjointly was collected. ab initio 

computers area unit suggests that to storing and grouping all forms of knowledge, reckoning the 

process of computers which assist through this amalgam of information.  

2. Unexpectedly the sorts of storing the data became overwhelming. These beginning stages of 

chaos LED to the invention of structured databases and management system (DBMS). once some years 

management system has become a lot of vital assets for giant corpus {of data|of knowledge|of data} 

and notably for effective and chic retrieval of explicit information from a large assortment whenever 

we want. 

            3. The contribution of management system is gathering huge forms of data. today there area 

unit a lot of data which will be handled by business like transactions and scientific knowledge to 

require footage of satellite, texting the reports and military intelligence. For deciding, data retrieval isn't 

enough any longer. currently with vast assortment of information, we've created new outcome of 

facilitate USA to form social control decisions higher. These sorts of desires area unit automatized the 

outline of information and conjointly extracted the “essence” of the knowledge keep, and shows the 

invention of patterns in data. Monumental information of quality which keeps in files, knowledge 

databases area unit more than the chop-chop, if it's not vital, to create powerful analysis and extraction 

in attention-grabbing information may facilitate in deciding. 

4. Data processing is additionally wide called discovery of information in databases that refers the non-
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trivial implicit extraction, before it's unknown and extremely potential data from knowledge in 

databases. The often treated as synonyms area unit data processing and discovery of information, and 

data processing is basically a section of the method of information discovery.  
 

III HETEROGENEITY 

The heterogeneousness is far concerned in scientific discipline analysis of late. although this has long been 

the case in disciplines like psychological science, social science and social science, it had been not detected 

abundant in mainstream economics till recently. heterogeneousness is currently a very important a part of 

economics in sub—disciplines like industrial organization, entrepreneurship, behavioural economic 

science, and similar fields.The heterogeneousness is regarding relationship between amount and quality. 

The modification becomes clear, the quantitative and qualitative square measure completely different 

.Qualitative modification involves the emergence of one thing new and isn't amenable to activity in 

quantitative terms. Quantitative and qualitative changes square measure flatly completely different. 

Heterogeneous is that the mixed things and it worked along by turn out in total of the elements during a 

completely different manner. For example, could be a advanced structure created from heterogeneous parts 

that a lot of virtually “produces” outputs. Those heterogeneous parts square measure move once say, the 

physical science of constituent and satellite technology move with software system directions new varities 

that frame and like navigation systems, to emerge. 

 
II.SYSTEM FRAMEWORK 

                    Road accidents are one of the most important factors that contribute to untimely death and 

economic loss of public and private property, according to the proposed system. Road safety is a term that 

refers to the process of developing and implementing strategies to prevent traffic and road accidents. The 

analysis of traffic accident data is a critical tool for identifying the various factors that contribute to the 

occurrence of traffic accidents. 

 

 
                                                                            (b) class diagram 
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                                                                                 (c) activity diagram 

 
                                                    (d) use case diagram 

 
                                                                Fig (e) collaboration diagram 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE 

The number of fatal accident in each month. The most fatal accidents happened in July and the least in 

February shows the percentage of fatal accidents in four other variables: SP LIMIT (speed limit), LGT 

COND (light condition), WEATHER (weather condition), and SUR COND (road surface condition) 

Collision Type: The percentage of fatal accidents happened on different collision types in comparison of 

people and fatal involved are shown in Surprisingly, the most fatal accidents are not in collision with 

motor vehicle in transportation. In Front-to-Front (Head-on Collision), the percentage of people and fatal 

involved are much higher than the percentage of accident number, which reveals that head-on collision has 

higher fatal rate in a fatal accident. 

1) Speed Limit: The percentage of fatal accidents happened at different speed limit in comparison of 

people involved and fatal involved. Most of fatal accidents happened at speed limit 55 mph. The value 

“99” infers the missing value on attribute SP_LIMIT. 

2) Light Condition: The percentage of fatal accidents happened on different light condition in 

comparison of people and fatal involved. Unsurprisingly, most fatal accidents happen in day light 

condition because much more roadway traffic happens in day time other than at night. 
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3) Weather Condition: The percentage of fatalaccident happened on different weather comparison 

with percentage of people and fatal involved. Most fatal accidents happened at clear/cloud weather. This is 

understandable because clear/cloud is the most usual case of weather condition. 

4) Roadway Surface Condition: The percentage of fatal accident happened on different roadway 

surface condition. Most fatal accidents happened on dry surface. This is understandable because the most 

usual case of road condition is that the road surface is dry. 

5) To find out which states are similar to each other considering fatal rate, and which states are safer 

or more risky to drive, clustering algorithm was performed on the fatal accident dataset. To perform the 

clustering, total number of fatality per state was calculated.  

6) Also the population data for each states in 2007 was obtained from U.S. Census Bureau With the 

fatal accident and the population dataset, fatalities per million people in the state was calculated. This 

allowed us to compare relative fatal rate in a state regardless of population of state. The simple K-means 

algorithm with Euclidean distance as the dissimilarity measure was applied to the data of 48 states 

(without Wisconsin, Wyoming, and District of Columbia, for some reason) with two variables: population 

(in 100,000) and number of fatal accidents. 

 

 
Fig 3  cluster diagram 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This project describes various hobby patterns are studied and analysed to locate anomaly behaviours 

.Anomaly detection from the journey log or trajectory facts is a extra promising procedure nowadays. This 

is very challenging due to several motives which include mobility patterns are particular in every user; the 

trajectories are dynamic and want frequent updating. Detecting outlier/ anomaly from those dynamic and 

updatable datasets need more concentration. The techniques have to be developed carefully. This paper 

surveyed numerous applications associated with the public transit facts along with identifying pickpocket 

suspects, daily interest pattern detection, bus course planning, traffic abnormality detection, etc. From this 

summary; a new technique can be developed and included into the current applications. 
 

V.  CONCLUSION 

An analysis is completed by a comparative study of k-modes cluster and LCC on a brand new road 

accident knowledge set.The variety of attributes that has been utilized in the analysis was eleven that were 

related to road accidents.The data criteria (AIC, BIC and CAIC) and gap data point ar accustomed 

determine the amount of clusters to be created.The clusters known by each the techniques have completely 

different variety of road accidents in every cluster.There is not any major distinction found within the 
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association rules generated by FP growth rule except that the principles have completely different 

confidence and carry price for the clusters fashioned by k-modes and LCC. 
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